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Abstract. Let Af" be a compact PL manifold, n # 4; if n = 5, suppose

3M is empty. Let H(M) be the space of homeomorphisms on M and H* (M)

the elements of H(M) which are isotopic to PL homeomorphisms. It is

shown that the space of PL homeomorphisms, PLH(M), has the finite

dimensional compact absorption property in H*(M) and hence that

(H*(M),PLH(M)) is an (/2,//)-manifold pair if and only if H(M) is an l2-

manifold. In particular, if M* is a 2-manifold, (H(M2),PLH(M2)) is an

(/2,//)-manifold pair.

1. Introduction. Let M be a compact piecewise linear (PL) manifold, possibly

with boundary. We shall study the pair (H(M),PLH(M)), where H(M)

denotes the space of all homeomorphisms of M onto itself and PLHiM) the

subspace of all piecewise linear homeomorphisms. All function spaces will be

assumed to have the compact-open topology.

For some years now there has been considerable interest in the question of

whether H(M) is an /2-manifold; i.e., a separable metric space which is locally

homeomorphic to l2, the hilbert space of square-summable sequences. For an

arbitrary compact manifold M, it is known that HiM) is uniformly locally

contractible (Chernavskii [6] and Edwards and Kirby [8]) and that //(A/) X l2
is homeomorphic to HiM) (Geoghegan [11]). By a theorem of Toruhczyk [20],

HiM) is an l2 -manifold if and only if HiM) is an ANR. When Af is a 2-

manifold, Luke and Mason [18] have shown that HiM) is an ANR (hence an

l2 -manifold). But it is still unknown whether or not HiM") is an ANR when

n > 2.

In the PL case more is known. PLHiM) is the countable union of finite-

dimensional compacta (Geoghegan [12]), and is uniformly locally contractible

(Edwards, see [13] and Gauld [10]). Haver [13] has shown that any such space

is an ANR. Toruhczyk [20] has shown that any such ANR becomes an l{-

manifold when multiplied by l{ (where l{ denotes the subspace of l2 consisting

of those sequences having only finitely many nonzero entries). Hence

PLHiM) X //is an //-manifold. Finally, Keesling and Wilson [16] have shown

that PLHiM) X l{ is homeomorphic to PLHiM). Hence PLHiM) is an l{-
manifold.

In general it is not true that PLHiM) is dense in HiM). For example,

Kirby and Siebenmann (see [17]) have shown that HiS2 X S3) has a compo-

nent containing no PL homeomorphism. They have also shown that if the
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third cohomology group of M" with Z2 -coefficients is trivial, and if n > 6,

or n = 5 and 3Af is empty, PLH(M") is dense in H(M"). In low dimensions,

PLH(M") is always dense in H(Mn): this is obvious when n = 1; see Rado

[19] when n = 2; see Bing [4] when n = 3.

For our purposes we can avoid reference to the difficult work of Kirby and

Siebenmann. Using earlier work of Connell [7] we can prove

Theorem 1. Let Mn be a compact PL manifold, n ¥= 4; ifn = 5 suppose 8Af

is empty. Then the closure of PLH(M) in H(M) is the union of components of

H(M).

Let H*(M) be the subset of H(M) consisting of those homeomorphisms

which are isotopic to PL homeomorphisms. The above remarks show that

H*(M) is often equal to H(M). Theorem 1 says that [with certain dimension

restrictions] PLH(M") is always dense in H*(M").

A pair of spaces (X,X') is an (l2, l{)-manifoldpair if X is an /2-manifold, and

if there exist an open cover % of A" and open embeddings {fv: U -* l2\U

G %} such that for each UJ^U n X') = fv(U) n //. In other words X' sits

in X, locally, as l{ sits in l2.

Theorem 2. Let M" be a compact PL manifold, n =£ 4; if n = 5, suppose

dM is empty. Then (H*(M"),PLH(Mn)) is an (l2,l{)-manifold pair if and only

if H(M) is an l2-manifold.

Theorem 2 is proved by showing that PLH(M") has the "finite-dimensional

compact absorption property" in H*(M"): see §3 for the definition. This

theorem, when combined with our opening remarks, yields

Corollary 1. If M2 is a compact PL 2-manifold, (H(M2),PLH(M2)) is

an (l2, l{)-manifold pair.

Theorem 1 combined with the fact that each of PLH(M) and H(M) is

uniformly locally contractible immediately gives:

Corollary 2. Let M" be as in Theorem 2. Then the inclusion PLH(M")

—* H*(M") is a weak homotopy equivalence (a homotopy equivalence if n = 2).

Corollary 3. The inclusion of the identity component of PLH(M") into the

identity component of H(M") is a weak homotopy equivalence (a homotopy

equivalence if n = 2).

We will let HB(I") denote the set of elements of H(I") which equal the

identity when restricted to the boundary of I" and PLHd(I") = PLH(I")

n H9(I"). If X is any space, let lx denote the identity homeomorphism on X.

Iff G H(M), let Nt(f) = {h G H(M)\d(h,f) < e) where dis a metric on M.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. As explained in §1, the low-dimensional cases are

well known.

Lemma 1.    Ifn>4, PLHd(I") is dense in Ha(In).

Proof. Let H%'(I") be the group of homeomorphisms of I" which fix a

neighborhood of 9Z". More precisely:
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Hd'(I") = {h E //3(/")|for some 0 < a < 1,

h{x) = x whenever dix, 0) > a}.

By [9, Theorem 3], Hd'iln) is a simple subgroup of Hb(In). Hd'iln) is clearly

dense in H^I"). Consider

Ha"iln) = [h E Hd'iln)\lf T is a PL structure on /" and if e > 0,

there exists/ G Hs'il") such that

/is PL relative to Fand dif,h) < e}.

Claim (following Connell). #9"(/") is normal in Hd'(/").

Proof of Claim. Let A G Hd"iln) and g G Ff3'(/"). We must show g_1/ig

G //8 "(/")• Let F be a PL structure on I" and let e > 0 be given. There exists

8 > 0 such that for all x, y E I", dix,y) < S implies dig~xix),g~xiy)) < c.

Let 7J be the PL structure on /" which is the image of F under g. Since

h E Hd"il") there exists / G 7/8'(7") which is PL with respect to Tx and

satisfies d(h,f) < 8. Thus dig~xhg,g~xfg) < e. Now g-1/g is PL with respect

to T. It follows that g~xhg E Hd"iln); the Claim is proved.

Since Hd'iln) is dense and simple, it only remains to show that Hd"il")

contains some h0 ¥= l/n. When n > 6, Connell shows on p. 331 of [7] that any

nontrivial symmetric radial expansion of I" which fixes a neighborhood of 3/"

can serve as h0. The restriction n > 6 arises from the radial engulfing lemma

used in [7]. But in [3], Bing proves a stronger engulfing lemma which makes

ConneU's proof valid for n > 4; see [3, p. 3] and [7, p. 337].

Proof of Theorem 1. Let H be a component of HiM). We show that

H n PLHiM) is either dense in H or is empty.

We first show the PL homeomorphisms are dense in a neighborhood of lM:

i.e., that there is a 5 > 0 such that whenever g E NsilM) and c > 0 are given,

there exists h E PLHiM) n Ntig).

Choose an open cover {Bx,..., Bp) of M so that for each i, j5, is a PL n-ball

and so that £>, = 5, n 3M is either empty or a PL (« - l)-ball. In [8, p. 19]

it is shown that there is a 8 > 0 so that each g E NsilM) can be written as the

composition g = gpgp^x • • • gx of p homeomorphisms such that each g, is

supported by Bt. Since each gt is uniformly continuous, there exist positive

numbers nx, ..., t]p such that if for each / the homeomorphism ht satisfies

dihj,gj < 7j,, then dihphj_x ■ ■ ■ hx,gpgp_x ■ ■ ■ gx) < t.
If B,; D 3Af = 0, gj\Bj lies in H9iBj) and, by the previous lemma, there

exists a PL homeomorphism hj E HdiBj) such that dihi,gi\Bi) < tj,. Extend

hj by the identity to form ht E PLHiM) and note that dihj,gj) < tj,. If

Bj n aM = Dt =£ 0 (and is therefore a PL (n - l)-ball), g, maps Z), homeo-

morphically onto itself and fixes 3Z)(. By the previous lemma there is a PL

homeomorphism/ G //3(F>;) approximating g,|Z>,. Extending/ by the iden-

tity we get a PL homeomorphism/: 35, -> 35, which approximates g,|3fi,.

Thus/gf"1 \dBj approximates 185 . Coning at a point in the interior of 5,, we

obtain a homeomorphism Ft of Bt which agrees with/g,-1 on 3B, and which

approximates lB.. Let g,' = FJg(: 5, -* Bj. Note that g,' approximates g and

is PL on dBj. Omitting epsilonics, we may say that «*(g,-',g(-|B(-) < tj,/2. Note
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that g,' fixes 3Z?,\intZ),. By coning, construct a PL homeomorphism g,": B,

-» Bj which extends g,'|3B,. Then g,'(g,")_ e ^d(Bj), so there exists g,

G PLHd(B,) such that cZ(g,,g,'(g,.") ) < V2- Extend gjgi" by the identity
to h, G PLH(M) and note that cZ(/t,,g,) < tj, . The required h is hp ■ ■ ■ hx.

Now let H be a component of H(M) such that ZZ n PLH(M) ¥= 0. Let

^ = el/, (# n PLH(M)). We will show that ^ is open in H, from which it

will follow that A = H. Let f G A. Let 8 be as in the first part of the proof,

and assume without loss of generality that N2S(f) G H. The local connected-

ness of H(M) is used here. Let g0 G Ns(f). We must show that g0 G A. Let

i] > 0 be given: we may assume tj < 8. Since d(g0f~x, lM) < 5, there exists

h G PLH(M) such that d(h,g0f~x) < rj/2 and hence d(hfg0) < rj/2. Since

/j is uniformly continuous, there exists y > 0 such that d(h(x),h(y)) < tj/2

whenever d(x,y) < y. Choose/' G PLH(M) such that d(f',f) < y. Then

A/' G PLH(M) and d(hf',g0) < d(hf',hf) + d(hfg0) < tj. Therefore hf
G A„(g0) n H. Since /t/'is PL, g0 G A.

3. Proof of Theorem 2. A subset A" of a metric space A is said to have the

finite-dimensional compact absorption property (f.d. cap) if X' = \JnxLxAn where

(i) each An is finite dimensional and compact, and (ii) given a finite-

dimensional compactum A, a closed subset of B of A, an embedding/: A -» A'

such that /(B) C A", and a number e > 0, there exists an embedding

h: A -> X such that d(f,h) < c, /t(^) C X' and A(Z>) = /(fc) whenever b

G B.

This property characterizes (/2,///manifold pairs: precisely

Proposition 1 (West [21]). Let (X, A") be a pair of metric spaces such that X'

has the f.d. cap in X. Then (X, A") is an (l2, l{)-manifold pair if and only if X is

an l2-manifold.

Where there is no confusion, we will not distinguish between a complex P,

and its underlying point set, \P\. Let PLH(M) be the closure of

PLH(M) in ZZ(Af).

Lemma 2. Let P be a finite complex and B a closed subset of P. Suppose

f: P -+ PLH(M) is a map such that f(B) G PLH(M) and f(P\B) n f(B)
= 0. Then given e > 0, there is a map g: P —> PLH(M) such that d(fg) < e,

g\B = f\B andg(P\B) n g(B) = 0.

Proof. Let n = dim P. Whenever Wis a closed subset of P\B let

■qw= 1/4 min(i,d(f(W),f(B))).

Using the fact that PLH(M) is uniformly locally contractible, form a

triangulation T of P\B satisfying:

(a) for each simplex a of T there is a sequence 0 < 8a0 < 8a x < ■ • • < 8on

< tj„ such that any subset of PLH(M) of diameter < 38ai is contractible in

a subset of PLH(M) of diameter < r3a;+1, 0 < i < n — 1; and

(b) diam/(a) < 8a0. (First choose a triangulation T, next choose the 8a, 's

with reference to T to satisfy (a); then subdivide T to get T satisfying (b).)

Define g: T° -» PLH(M) as follows. If ^ is a vertex of 7"°, let g(i>) be any
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point of PLHiM) such that digiv),fiv)) < 8o0 for each of the (finite number

of) simplexes a of T which contains v as a vertex.

We next define g: F1 -» PLHiM). Let t be a 1-simplex of F1 and let

a0 < Fbe a simplex of which t is a face. Then diam/(r) < diam/(a0). Hence

diamg(3r) < 38a 0. We can therefore define

g\r. t -> PLHiM)

extending g|3r in such a way that diam g(r) < 8oX for each of the (finite

number of) simplexes a of F which contains t as a face.

Assume, inductively, that we have defined g\TJ: TJ -> PLHiM), such that

if t is ay-simplex of F, then diam g(r) < 8 • for each of the (finite number of)

simplexes o of F which contains t as a face.

Let t be a (/' + l)-simplex of F. Note that diamg(3T) < 38aj for each

simplex a of F which contains t as a face. Therefore g|3r can be extended to

t in such a way that diam g(r) < 8aj+x for each simplex o of F of which t is

a face.

Thus, by induction we define a continuous map g: T —> PLHiM) so that if

t is a simplex of F, diamg(r) < tjt. Finally define g on B to agree with/

We now show that difg) < e. If p E B, dif(p),gip)) = 0. If p E P\B
let t be a simplex of F containingp: difip),gip)) < 3tjt < c.

To show that giP\B) n g(5) = 0, we observe that if /> G F\fi and p lies

in the simplex t of F,

a-(g(/>),gOB)) > difip),fiB)) - difip),gip))

> difip),fiB)) - 3vT > 0.

Finally we show that g is continuous on B. Let g E B and 17 > 0 be given.

Choose 8 > 0 so that if dip,q) < 8, d(fip),fiq)) < rj/2. Assume/? G P\B.
Then

d(g(p),g(q)) < digip),fip)) + difip),fiq))

< difir),fiB)) + difip),fiq)) < 2difip),fiq)) < n.

Let s denote the countable infinite product of open unit intervals and

Sf = {{xj) E s\ for at most finitely many /, x, ¥= 0} with metric dix,y)

= %\i\xi -yt\.

Lemma 3. Let P be a finite complex, B a closed subset of P, V an open subset

of Sj. Let g: P -> V be a continuous map. Then given e > 0, there is a map

h: P^ Vsuch that h\B = g\B, d(g,h) < e, h(B) n h(P\B) = 0andh\P\B
is injective.

Proof. This is standard infinite-dimensional topology: we sketch the proof,

leaving epsilonics to the reader. Let pm: sf^> sf be the projection onto the first

m coordinates. If m is large, g is homotopic in V to pmg by a small homotopy.

If m is large enough, pmg is homotopic in V to an embedding h': P -» V by a

small homotopy. h'g~x |g(B) is a homeomorphism of g(£) onto h\B) which is

homotopic to the identity by a small homotopy. By Theorem 2.25 of [5], there
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is a homeomorphism k of sr, close to the identity, extending h'g~x \g(B). The

required his k~xh': P -* V.

Proof of Theorem 2. By Theorem 1, H*(M) is an /2-manifold if and only

if H(M) is. By Proposition 1 it is enough to show that PLH(M) has the f.d.

cap in H*(M). By [12, Theorem 1.9], PLH(M) is the countable union of

finite-dimensional compacta. We must verify (ii) the f.d. cap.

Suppose we are given a finite-dimensional compactum A, a compact subset

B, an embedding/: A -> H*(M) such that/(5) C PLH(M), and e > 0. By

Theorem 1, PLH(M) = H*(M). Since H*(M) is locally contractible, /

extends to a map/': P -» H*(M) where P is a finite complex (see [15, p. 150]).

As explained in §1, PLH(M) is an //-manifold. By Theorem 7 of [14],

PLH(M) is homeomorphic to an open subset of //, and hence to an open

subset of sj since // and sj are homeomorphic [1], [2]. Thus, Lemmas 2 and 3

give a map h: P -* PLH(M) with d(f',h)<e,h\B'=f'\B' where 5'

= f'-x(f(B)),h(B') n A(P\fl') = 0 and /i|P\5' is injective. h\A is the
desired embedding.
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